
Dear Mr. Fáy, 
 
 I would never dare to argue against your critic's point of view because, even if you DON'T 
have the right to ignore Verdi's wanted tempi by establishing a judgment based only on your 
experience as a recording listener, you certainly YES have the right to disagree with Verdi's 
intentions. After all, he was only the composer... 
 
 I personally want to thank you because you have, even if by doing a great effort, approved 
my greetings to the audience. You know, this was not an ordinary "black tie" evening but a 
concert aimed to awake the conscience of people towards Salva Vita. It is in that spirit that I 
salute the audience meaning to thank them for supporting us. By the way, you were also among 
the audience so my thanks goes to you, too. 
 
 As said, then, I will not discuss your professional analysis. However, allow me to express 
some thoughts regarding your other concepts: 
 
1) That the orchestra is weak. Maybe it would be more accurate to say that the orchestra is 
young. Young and full of energies and hopes and wish to grow and to become, I promise you, 
one of Hungary's finest orchestras soon. Their right to be yet not mature is a not a shame. What 
is a shame, Mr Fáy, is that a mature person like yourself cannot understand it. 
 
2) That the choir was shouting sometimes. Well, it is not an easy thing (being a very refined 
still amateur choir) to match the necessary sound of Verdi's orchestration, intended for a 
professional opera choir. This extremely well prepared group, wanting to give their contribution 
to our charity, stood up to the challenge by giving their best. And even when sometimes their 
enthusiasm drove them to sing beyond their usual type of forte (which may have turned in a little 
loss of quality), such "shouting" as you intended succeeded in its goal: Calls from people 
wanting to help Salva Vita in which ever possible way are constantly multiplying since them. 
Allow me to say, some people need to be shouted to react. God bless them. 
 
3) That my attitude by raising the score was "dramatic" (meaning what, dear sir?): One of 
the biggest lessons my conducting teacher taught me (27 years ago. Yes 27! Even if you seem 
to be the only one who thinks I am a capricious tenor wanting to conduct, I only started to sing 
15 years ago...) is that the very first applause is for the composer. Verdi, in this case, the same 
Verdi who's tempi you don't approve... 
 
4) About the monkey's parade. You know that such a comment may well give us the chance to 
sue you... Do not worry, we have really a lot of better things to do... 
 
Concluding: I truly wish, from the bottom of my heart, that nobody in your family may never be 
reached by any kind of handicap. It is, I speak by direct knowledge, a very difficult thing to 
handle and you may well need the help of a foundation like Salva Vita to sort it out. I am sure 
that in such case you would be very happy to become a monkey, too. 
 
Yours, 
Jose Cura (Official conductor but semi-official writer) 


